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Ifhe Law of the Sea: A Test of International Cooperation

Address by Secretary Kissinger

I want to speak to you today about one

f the most important international negotia-

ions that has ever taken place: the global

onference now underway here in New York

n the law of the sea. Last summer in Mon-

real I set forth a comprehensive U.S. pro-

ram to help bring matters at this year's

onference to a rapid and successful con-

jlusion. Today I will offer new proposals

^hich address the remaining important

sues before us, so that this great negotia-

011 may lead to a final result this year.

For we live in an age when the accelerating

jirces of modern life—technological, eco-

omic, social, and political—are leading the

i'opies of the world into unprecedented and

iterrelated areas of human activity. New
rospects are opening before us—fraught

ith potential for international contention but

lied as well with the hope of unparalleled

uman advancement.

The principal problems which all nations

ice today are truly global in nature. They
anscend geographic and political bound-

ries. Their complexity eludes the conven-

onal solutions of the past, and their pace

iitstrips the measured processes of tradi-

onal diplomacy.

There is the imperative of peace—the

^miliar but vastly more urgent require-

lents of maintaining global stability, re-

viving conflicts, easing tensions—these

;sues dominate the agenda of relations

' Made before the Foreign Policy Association, the

S. Council of the International Chamber of Com-
erce, and the U.N. Association of the U.S.A. at

e\v York, N.Y., on Apr. 8 (text from press release

between East and West. And there are the

new challenges of the world's economy and

of cooperative solutions to such international

problems as food, energy, population, trade,

and the environment. These are the agenda of

the modern period, particularly in the evolv-

ing relationship between the developed and

the developing nations.

In an international order composed of

sovereign states, the precondition of efi^ective

policy is security. But security, while es-

sential, is not enough. The American people

will never be satisfied with a world whose

stability depends on a balance of terror con-

stantly contested.

Therefore, side by side with seeking to

maintain the security of free countries, the

United States has striven to build a new

world based on cooperation. .We are con-

vinced that our common progress requires

nations to acknowledge their interdependence

and act out of a sense of community. There-

fore, at the seventh special session of the

U.N. General Assembly in September of last

year we made a major effort to project our

vision of a more positive future. We sought

to mobilize collaboration on a global scale

on many current issues of economic develop-

ment. We were gratified by the response to

our initiatives. We are prepared to accelerate

our effort.

Virtually all major elements of this new
age of interdependence are involved in one

of the great issues of our time: the question

of mankind's use of the oceans. In no area

are the challenges more complex or the

stakes higher. No other common effort holds

so much positive hope for the future relation-
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ship between ricli nations and poor over the

last quarter of this century and beyond.

Today I want to speak to you about the

urgency of this issue. The law of the sea

negotiations now are at a critical stage. There
have been many successes, but they will prove

stillborn unless all tlie remaining issues are

settled soon. The United States believes that

if the present session does not complete its

work, another—and final—session should be

assembled this summer. If the negotiations

are not completed this year, the world will

have lost its best chance to achieve a treaty

in this generation.

I want to focus today upon the most im-

portant problems remaining before the con-

ference to speed their solution. I shall set

forth proposals which in our view can serve

as the basis for a widely accepted treaty.

The Importance of the Oceans

Most issues in international affairs im-

pinge on our consciousness in the form of

crisis, but many of the most important prob-

lems which crucially affect our future come

to us far less dramatically. The world is

undergoing fundamental economic, techno-

logical, and social transformations which do

not dominate the daily headlines. Some of

them are even more profound in their con-

sequences than most immediate political

crises. In no area is this more true than the

oceans, a realm which covers 70 percent of

the earth's surface.

Freedom of the seas remains basic to the

security and well-being of most nations.

Tlie seaboi-ne commerce of the globe is ex-

pected to quadruple within a few decades.

The reliance of the world's people upon the

seas to carry food and energy is increasing.

Modern technology has enabled industries to

sweep the seas for fish and to probe the

oceans' floors for vital minerals and

resources. Mankind's growing dependence

on the seas, and the burgeoning world popu-

lation along their shores, are already bur-

dening the ecology of the oceans—a develop-

ment of potentially catastrophic significance,

for the oceans are the very source of life
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as we know it, the charactei'istic distingui>^^

ing our world from all other planets.

These developments have brought wi1

them a vast array of competitive practir.

and claims, which—unless they are harm

nized threaten an era of unrestrained cor

mercial rivalry, mounting political turmo

and eventually military conflict. We stand

danger of repeating with respect to tl

oceans the bitter rivalries that have in-

duced endless conflict on land.

A cooperative international regime

govern the use of the oceans and tlie

resources is therefore an urgent necessit

It is, as well, an unprecedented opportuni

for the nations of the world to devise tl

first truly global solution to a global pro

lem. And the opportunity is all the great

because we start with a clean slate.

Thus the multilateral effort to agree up'

a comprehensive treaty on the law of t

sea has implications beyond the technii

problems of the use of the oceans. It touch

upon basic issues underlying the long-tei

stability and prosperity of our globe. T
current negotiation is a milestone in

struggle to submit man's endeavors to t

constraints of international law.

Let us understand more precisely wb
is at stake:

—In a world of growing scarcity, t

oceans hold untapped riches of minerals at

energy. For example, it is estimated that

percent of the world's petroleum an

virtually inexhaustible supplies of miner

lie beneath the sea. Our economic grow

and technological progress will be grea'

affected by the uses made of these resourc

—In a world where the growth of pop

lation threatens to overwhelm the eartl

capacity to produce food, the fish of the sa

are an increasingly precious—and enda

gered—source of protein. The well-being

indeed the very survival of future genej

tions may well depend upon whether ma
kind can halt the present wanton depleti

of this vast storehouse of nutrition.

—In a world in which the health of

planet our children will inherit depends up

Department of State BulU



IHecisions we make today, the environmental

itegrity of the oceans, which affects the

uality of hfe everywhere, is vital.

—And in a world still buffeted by national

)nflicts, economic confrontation, and politi-

il strife, the free and fair use of the oceans

crucial to future peace and progress.

The oceans are not merely the repository

wealth and promise; they are, as well,

le last completely untamed frontier of our

anet. As such, their potential—for achieve-

ent or for strife—is vast.

In the 19th century, the Industrial Revo-

tion gave birth to improved communica-

lons, technological innovations, and new

rms of business organization which im-

easurably expanded man's capacity to ex-

oit the frontiers and territories of the

itire globe. In less than one generation,

le-fifth of the land area of the planet and

le-tenth of its inhabitants were gathered

t(i the domain of imperial powers in an un-

strained scramble for colonies. The costs

in affronts to human dignity, in material

iste and deprivation, and in military con-

L't and political turbulence—haunt us still.

Like the non-Western lands of a century

fore, today it is the oceans which suddenly

, e accessible to new technology and alluring

exploration. Their promise may be even

i
eater than the untapped lands of the

intury past. So, too, is their potential for

inflict. The decision will be ours.

The international community now stands

; the threshold of what can easily turn into

. new period of unheralded competitive

J tivity. It is our contention that the nations

I the world cannot afford to indulge in

; other round of unrestrained struggle for

e wealth of our planet when the globe is

i 'eady burdened by ideological strife and
' ernionuclear weapons.

The United States could survive such com-

; tition better than other nations ; and

:ould it be necessary, we are prepared to

< fend our interests. Indeed, we could gain a

jeat deal unilaterally in the near term. But
'3 would do so in an environment of con-

ant and mounting conflict. All nations, in-

cluding our own, ultimately would lose under

such unpredictable and dangerous conditions.

That is not the kind of world we want to

see. Our preference is to help build a ra-

tional and cooperative structure of inter-

national conduct to usher in a time of peace

and progress for all peoples. We see the

oceans as a trust which this generation holds

—not only for all mankind but for future

generations as well.

The legacy of history makes this a difficult

task. For centuries, the songs and legends of

peoples everywhere have seen the oceans as

the very symbol of escape from boundaries,

convention, and restraint. The oceans have

beckoned mankind to rewards of wealth and

power, which awaited those brave and imag-

inative enough to master the forces of

nature.

In the modern era the international law

of the sea has been dominated by a simple

but fundamental principle: freedom of the

seas. Beyond a narrow belt of territorial

waters off the shores of coastal states, it

has long been established and universally

accepted that the seas were free to all for

fishing and navigation.

Today the simple rules of the past are

challenged. Pressure on available food, fuel,

and other resources has heightened aware-

ness of the ocean's potential. The reach of

technology and modern communications has

tempted nations to seek to exercise control

over ocean areas to a degree unimagined in

the past. Thus coastal states have begun to

assert jurisdictional claims far out to sea,

claims which unavoidably conflict with the

established law and with the practices of

others and w'hich have brought a pattern of

almost constant international conflict. Off

the shores of nearly every continent, forces

of coastal states challenge foreign fishing

vessels: the "cod war" between Iceland and
Great Britain, tuna boat seizures off South
America, Soviet trawling off New England

—

these are but some examples.

It is evident that there is no alternative

to chaos but a new global regime defining

an agreed set of rules and procedures. The
problem of the oceans is inherently inter-
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national. No unilateral or national solution is

likely to prevail without continual conflict.

The Law of the Sea Conference presents the

nations of the world with their choice and

their opportunity. Failure to agree is certain

to bring further, more intense confrontation,

as the nations of the world, now numbering

some 150, go all out to extend unilateral

claims.

Progress to Date at Law of the Sea Conference

These are the reasons why the intei-

national community has engaged itself in a

concentrated effort to devise rules to govern

the domain of the oceans. Substantive

negotiations on a law of the sea treaty began

in 1974 in Caracas; a second session was held

in Geneva last year. Now, here in New York,

work is underway aimed at concluding a

treaty before this year is out.

It is no exaggeration to say that this is

one of the most significant negotiations in

diplomatic history. The United States ap-

proaches this negotiation with the conviction

tliat we simply cannot afford to fail.

The issues before the Law of the Sea Con-

ference cover virtually every area and aspect

of man's uses of the seas, from the coastline

to the farthest deep seabed. Like the oceans

themselves, these various issues are inter-

I'elated parts of a single entity. Without
agreement on all the issues, agreement on

any will be empty; for nations will not ac-

cept a partial solution—all the less so as

some of the concessions that have been made
were based on the expectation of progress on
the issues which are not yet solved.

Significant progress has been made on

many key problems. Most prominent among
them are:

First, the extent of the territorial sea>i, and
the related issue of free transit through

straits. The conference has already reached

widespread agreement on extending the ter-

ritorial sea—the area where a nation exer-

cises full sovereignty—to 12 miles. Even
more importantly, there is substantial agree-

ment on guaranteed unimpeded transit
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through and over straits used for intt

national navigation. This is of crucial ir

portance, for it means that the straits who
use is most vital to international commerc

and global security, such as the Straits (

Gibraltar and Malacca, will remain open

international sea and air transit. This is

principle to which the United States attachtt

the utmost importance.

Second, the degree of control that a coasti

state can exercise in the adjacent offsho

area beyond its territorial umters. This is tl

so-called economic zone, in which lie son

of the world's most important fishin

grounds as well as major deposits of oil, ga

and minerals. Growing international practiil

has made it clear that in the absence of i

international treaty, coastal nations woui

eventually attempt to establish the extent

their own zone and determine for themselvi

what activities—national and international-

could be carried out there. These would 1

areas through which most of the world

shipping moves and which are as well tl

richest ground for economic exploitation. Tf

complexities and confrontations which wou
result from such an approach are obvious.

Therefore we are gratified that the co

ference is ready to settle upon a 200-mi

economic zone. This will permit coastal sta

control over some activities while maintai

ing vital and traditional international fr«

donis. The coastal states will control fisheir

mineral, and other resource activities,

the same time, freedom of navigation ai

other freedoms of the international cow

munity must be retained ; in this sense tf

economic zone remains part of the high set-

In addition, the treaty must protect certai

international interests, such as insuri

adequate food supply, conserving higW

migratory species, and accommodating t

concerns of states—including the landlock

—that otherwise would derive little bene

from the economic zone.

Third, the rights of coastal states and tf

international community over continent

margin resources where the margin extern

beyond 200 miles. The continental margin

i

the natural prolongation of the continent

Department of State Bullet



'indmass under the oceans. The question is:

V'ho shall have the right to extract seabed

esources in this region, and who shall share

1 the benefits of such exploitation? We seek

solution which will meet the international

jmmunity's interest in the area beyond 200

liles and still take into account the desire

f coastal states with broad margins to ex-

jloit their margin resources beyond the

roposed economic zone.

The conference has before it a reasonable

roposal for agreement on this question. In

eneral, the coastal states would have juris-

iction over continental margin resources

eyond 200 miles to a limit with a precise

efinition.

Under the system now being negotiated

le treaty would also provide for the coastal

ates to share with the international corn-

unity a specified percentage of the value

' mineral resources exploited in that area

)r the benefit of the developing countries, in-

uding the landlocked countries. The coastal

ate would pay a royalty based upon the

due of production at the wellhead in ac-

)rdance with a formula fixed in the treaty;

le money would then be distributed by an

ternational authority under a formula still

img negotiated.

Fourth, the protection of the marine envi-

mment. Effective international measures to

•otect the oceans from pollution are vital

I the health—indeed, to the very survival

our planet. The law of the sea treaty will

?al with all aspects of marine pollution,

n the critical issue of pollution caused by

agoing vessels, we anticipate that the con-

rence will provide for effective enforce-

ent of environmental protection regulations,

'^e must now put forth our best efforts to

'ach satisfactory agreement on the enforce-

ent of regulations covering all the out-

;anding issues concerning the protection of

le marine environment.

Progress on these key issues has been

eartening. But we must reach agreement on

le remaining issues, or else the encouraging

rogress made to date will be lost and inter-

ational anarchy will threaten.

The Remaining Issues

There are three major remaining unre-

solved issues:

Fi7-st, ways must be found to encourage

marine scientific research for the benefit of

all mankind while at the same time protect-

ing the legitimate interests of coastal states

in their 200-mile economic zone, the area in

which some 80 percent of such research now
takes place.

Second, the treaty must include provisions

for compulsory and impartial settlement of

disputes in order that differences of interpre-

tation and incompatible practices can be

settled peacefully.

And third, we must create an international

regime for the exploitation of resources of

the deep seaheds, those heretofore inacces-

sible reaches of the seas beyond the economic

zone and continental margin.

United States Proposals

The United States today proposes the

following package as a contribution to help-

ing the conference reach a swift and compre-

hensive solution on the major remaining

problems.

Marine Scientific Research

The health, the safety, and the progress of

the world's people may vitally depend upon

the extent of marine scientific research ; it

must be fostered and not impeded. To further

marine scientific research the United States

is jirepared to agree to a reasonable balance

between coastal state and international in-

terests in marine scientific research in the

economic zone. We will agree to coastal state

control of scientific research which is directly

related to the exploration and exploitation of

the resources of the economic zone. But we
shall also insist that other marine scientific

research not be hampered.

We recognize that this distinction is bound

to raise difficult questions in practice. This

is why we believe that its determination can-

not be left either to the coastal state or to
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the state seeking to do scientific research ; it

must ultimately be decided by an impartial

body.

Foi- our part, the United States is prepared

to guarantee that coastal states will receive

advance notice of scientific research in the

economic zone, will have the right to partici-

pate in that research, and will receive data

and results of such research as well as as-

sistance in interpreting the significance of

those results.

This proposal would help resolve the differ-

ences between those who desii'e complete

coastal state control over all marine scientific

research and those who seek to maintain

complete freedom for such research in the

proposed economic zone.

Dispute Settlement

No nation could accept unilateral interpre-

tation of a treaty of such vast scope by
individual states or by an international sea-

bed organization or any other interested

party.

To promote the fair settlement of disputes

involving the interpretation of the treaty,

the United States proposes the establishment

of an impartial dispute-settlement mechanism
whose findings would be binding on all

signatory states.

Such a mechanism would insure that all

states have recourse to a legal jjrocess which

would be nonpolitical, rapid, and impartial

to all. It would especially protect the rights

of all states in the economic zone by resolving

differences in interpretation of the treaty

which might lead to serious conflict between

parties. It must be responsible for assuring

the proper balance between the rights of

coastal states and the rights of other states

which also use, and indeed often are depend-

ent upon, the economic zones of coastal

states. And its decisions must be obligatory.

Establishment of a professional, impartial,

and compulsory dispute-settlement mecha-
nism is necessary to insure that the oceans

will be governed by the rule of law rather

than the rule of force. Unless this point is

accepted, many nations could not agree to
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the treaty, since only through such a mechi

nism can they be assured that their interesi

will be fairly protected. And agreement o

this matter will make accommodation o

other issues easier.

The Deep Seabeds i

i

it

The third, and the most complex and vita

issue remaining before the conference is th

problem of the deep seabeds.

For decades we have known that the dee

seabeds contain great potential i-esources c

nickel, manganese, cobalt, and copper-

resources whose accessibility could contribul

significantly to global economic growth in tb

future. It is only recently that the technologi

has been developed which can enable us 1

reach those deposits and extract them.

The conference has not yet approach©

agreement on the issue of the deep seabedli

because it lias confronted serious phil(

sophical disagreements. Some have argue

that commercial exploitation unrestrained b

international treaty would be in the best ii

terests of the United States. In fact th>

country is many years ahead of any othfi

in the technology of deep sea mining, ar

we are in all respects prepared to protei

our interests. If the deep seabeds are m
subject to international agreement, tl>

United States can and will proceed to explo/'

and mine on its own.

But while such a course might bring us

short-term advantage, it poses long-ter:

dangers. Eventually any one country

technical skills are bound to be duplicate

by others. A race would then begin to can

out deep sea domains for exploitation. Th

cannot but escalate into economic warfari

endanger the freedom of navigation, aH

ultimately lead to tests of strength and mill

tary confrontations.

America would not be true to itself, or 1

its moral heritage, if it accepted a world i

which might makes right—where power aloi)

decides the clash of interests. And from

practical standpoint, no one recognizes m
clearly than American industry that inv

ment, access, and profit can best be protecte

nam

4
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1 ail established and predictable environ-

lent.

On the other hand, there are those who
/ould place all the deep seabeds' resources

nder an international authority. Such a pro-

osal would not provide adequate incentives

nd guarantees for those nations whose

echnological achievement and entrepreneur-

il boldness are required if the deep seabeds

re to benefit all mankind. It would give con-

rol to those who do not have the resources

undertake deep seabed mining.

Let me briefly review the specific issues

efore us and then set forth the proposals

'hicli we believe can form the basis for a new
onsensus on the deep seabeds.

First, the decisionmaking machinery for

lanaging the deep seabeds. There has been

onsiderable debate over the form and the

owers of the decisionmaking machinery

stablished under the treaty. The United

itates is prepared to accept international

lachinery; but such machinery must be

alanced and equitable and insure that the

slative economic interests of the countries

'ith important activities in the deep seabeds

e protected, even though those countries

lay be a numerical minority.

Second, access to the deep seabeds. The
Dnference has been struggling with the

;sue of which nations, which firms, and

'hich international authorities will have

irect access to, and share in the benefits

rom, the developing of deep seabed

esources.

The United States understands the concern

liat the riches of the seas not be the ex-

lusive preserve of only the most powerful

nd technologically advanced nations. We
ecognize that the world community should

hare in the benefits of deep seabed exploita-

ion.

What the United States cannot accept is

hat the riglit of access to seabed minerals

le given exclusively to an international

uthority or be so severely restricted as effec-

ively to deny access to the firms of any

ndividual nation including our own. We are

rratified to note an increasing awareness of

the need to avoid such extreme positions and

to move now to a genuine accommodation that

would permit reasonable assurances to all

states and their nationals that their access to

these resources will not be denied.

Third, the effect of seabed mining on land-

based producers. Land-based producers of

seabed minerals are concerned that seabed

production may adversely aflfect their

national economies. This is an especially

serious problem since many of these pro-

ducers are poor, developing countries. We
take these concerns seriously. But at the

same time it must be recognized that com-

mercial seabed production of these metals is

at least five years away. For many years

thereafter, seabed production will amount to

only a fraction of total global production.

Moreover, global metal markets are expand-

ing and should easily be able to accommodate

additional production from the seabeds with-

out adversely affecting revenues of land-

based producer countries.

The United States is prepared to make a

major efl'ort to resolve these issues equitably

and to bring the Law of the Sea Conference

to a .swift and successful conclusion. In this

spirit, the United States offers the following

proposals

:

First, to insure an equitable decisionmak-

ing system, the United States continues to

believe that the treaty should authorize the

formation of an International Seabed

Resource Authority to supervise exploration

and development of the deep seabeds. The

Authority would be comprised of four princi-

pal organs: An Assembly of all member
states, to give general policy guidance; a

Council, to serve as the executive, policy-

level, and main decisionmaking forum, setting

operational and environmental rules for

mining and supervising the contracts for

deep seabed mining; a Tribunal, to resolve

disputes through legal processes; and a

Secretariat, to carry out the day-to-day ad-

ministrative activities of the Authority.

The United States proposes

:

—That the power of the Authority be
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carefully detailed by the treaty in order to

pi-eserve all those rights regarding the uses

of the seas which fall outside the com-

petence of the Authority, and to avoid any

jurisdictional overlap with other international

organizations.

—That the composition and structure of

the Council reflect tlie producer and consumer

interests of those states most concerned with

seabed mining. All nations whose vital

national economic concerns are affected by

decisions of the Authority must have a voice

and influence in the Council commensurate
with their interests.

—That the proposed permanent seabed

Tribunal adjudicate questions of interpreta-

tion of the treaty and of the powers of the

International Authority raised by parties to

the treaty or by private companies engaged

in seabed mining. Without a Tribunal, un-

resolved contention is a certainty. Such a

body will be necessary if any seabed proposal

is to win wide acceptance.

Second, to insure that all nations, developed

and developing, have adequate access to sea-

bed mining sites:

—The United States proposes that the

treaty should guarantee nondiscriminatory

access for states and their nationals to deep

seabed resources under specified and reason-

able conditions. The requirement of guar-

anteed access will not be met if the treaty

contains arbitrai'y or restrictive limitations

on the number of mine sites which any nation

might exploit. And such restrictions are un-

necessary because deep seabed mining cannot

be monopolized ; there are many more pro-

ductive seabed mining sites than conceivably

can be mined for centuries to come.

—The United States accepts that an

"Enterprise" should be established as part

of the International Seabed Resource Author-

ity and given the right to exploit the deep

seabeds under the same conditions as apply

to all mining.

—The United States could accept as part

of an overall settlement a system in which
prime mining sites are reserved for exclusive

exploitation by the Enterprise or by the

developing countries directly—if this ap-
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proach meets with broad support. Unde
this system, each individual contractor woulr

propose two mine sites for exploitation. Th(

Authority would then select one of these

sites, which would be mined by the Authority

directly or made available to developing

countries at its discretion. The other site

would be mined by the contractor on his

own.

—The United States proposes that tht

International Authority should supervise {

system of revenue sharing from mining

activities for the use of the international com
munity, primarily for the needs of the pooresi

countries. These revenues will not onlj

advance the growth of developing countries

they will provide tangible evidence that i

fair shai'e in global economic activity can bt

achieved by a policy of cooperation. Revenue

sharing could be based either on royalties oi

on a system of profit sharing from contraci

mining. Such a system would give reality t{

the designation of the deep seabeds as the

common heritage of all mankind.

—Finally, the United States is prepared t(

make a major eflFort to enhance the skill;

and access of developing countries to ad'

vanced deep seabed mining technology ii

order to assist their capabilities in this field

For example, incentives should be establishec

for private companies to participate in agree

ments to share technology and train person

nel from developing countries.

Third, in response to the legitimate con,

cerns of land-based producers of mineral;

found in the deep seabeds, we ofl'er tht

following steps as an additional major con

tribution to the negotiations:

—The United States is prepared to accept i

temporary limitation, for a period fixed ir

the treaty, on production of the seabec

minerals tied to the pi'ojected growth in tht

world nickel market, currently estimated to

be about 6 percent a year. This would lit

effect limit production of other minei'als coni

tained in deep seabed nodules, including copi

per. After this period, the seabed production

should be governed by overall mai'ket con^

ditions.

—The United States proposes that the
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nternational Seabed Resource Authority

lave the right to participate in any inter-

lational agreements on seabed-produced com-

nodities in accordance with the amount of

n'oduction for whicli it is directly responsi-

)ie. The United States is prepared to ex-

imine with flexibihty the details of arrange-

nents concerning tlie relationships between

he Authority and any eventual commodity
igreements.

—The United States proposes that some of

he revenues of the Authority be used for

idjustment assistance and that the World

?ank, regional development banks, and other

nternational institutions assist countries to

mprove their competitiveness or diversify

nto other kinds of production if they are

eriously injured by production from the

leep seabeds. An urgent task of the Inter-

lational Authority, when it is established,

\vi\\ be to devise an adjustment assistance

irogram in collaboration with other inter-

lational institutions for countries which suf-

er economic dislocations as a result of deep

eabed mining.

These proposals on the issue of deep sea-

led resources are offered in the spirit of

ooperation and compromise that charac-

erized our economic proposals at the seventh

pecial session and that guides our policies

oward the developing nations. The United

;tates is examining a range of commodity
iroblems and ways in which they might be

airly resolved. We intend to play an active

ole at the U.N. Conference on Trade and

)evelopment next month in Nairobi and come
orward with specific proposals. We look to-

ward a constructive dialogue in the Raw
/[aterials Commission of the Conference on

nternational Economic Cooperation in Paris,

^nd we are actively committed to producer-

onsumer forums to discuss individual com-

nodities—such as the recent forum on

opper.

The United States believes that the world

•ommunity has before it a grave responsi-

)ility. Our country cannot delay in its efforts

;o develop an assured supply of critical

esources through our deep seabed mining

.projects. We strongly prefer an international

agreement to provide a stable legal environ-

ment before such development begins, one

that insures that all resources are managed

for the good of the global community and

that all can participate. But if agreement is

not reached this year, it will be increasingly

difficult to resist pressure to proceed unilat-

erally. An agreement on the deep seabed can

turn the world's interdependence from a

slogan into a reality. A sense of community

which nations have striven to achieve on land

for centuries could be realized in a regime

for the oceans.

The Possibility and the Promise

The nations of the world now have before

them a rare, if not unique, opportunity. If we

can look beyond the pressures and the politics

of today to envision the requirements of a

better tomorrow, then we can understand the

true meaning of the task before us.

Let us pause to realize what this treaty

can mean—to this generation and to the

possible realization of humanity's dream of a

progressive ascent toward justice and a good

life for all peoples.

If the conference is successful, mankind's

rights and responsibilities with regard to the

oceans will be clear to all.

This will mean freedom of navigation, pre-

serving the rights of all on the seas.

It will mean a greater flourishing of trade

and commerce, bringing the benefits of a

freer flow of goods to consumers and pro-

ducers alike.

It will mean that the oceans, recognized as

"the source of all" since Homer's day, can

continue to enrich and support our planet's

environment.

It will mean that there will be a compre-

hensive regime for all of the world's oceans

embracing not only territorial waters but a

new economic zone, the continental margin,

and the deep seabeds.

It will mean the realization of the promise

of scientific research in the oceans—the

further probing of the mysteries of our

planet to better the lives and preserve the

health of all.

It will mean that the seas' resources of
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nutrition and raw materials can be tapped for

the use of the entire human community.

It will mean tliat an arena of conflict, and

one which is becoming increasingly danger-

ous, will become an area for cooperative

progress.

It will mean that the entii'e international

community—the developing as well as de-

veloped, landlocked as well as coastal—will

share in the uses, the nourishment, the mate-

rial resources, and the revenues which this

great treaty could provide. For the poorer

countries in particular, it will mean revenues

from the continental margin and the deep

seabeds, and the opportunity to participate in

deep sea mining through an international

organization.

And above all, it will mean the nations of

the world have proved that the challenges

of the future can be solved cooperatively;

that for the first time mankind has been able

to surmount traditional enmities and ambi-

tions in the service of a better vision.

These, then, are the stakes ; these are the

possibilities we hold in our grasp. Will we
have the maturity and the judgment to go

forward? Will we fulfill the obligation which

future historians—without question—will

assign to us? I believe we shall. The United

States is determined that we shall. The pos-

sibility and the promise have never been

more clear. Through reason, through responsi-

bility, and by working together, we shall

succeed.

With hindsight it is easy to identify the

moments in history when humanity broke

fi'om old ways and moved in new directions.

But for those living through such times, it j

usually difficult to see the true significanc

oven of epoch-making events.

That is why the nations who are engagei

in the Law of the Sea Conference hav

come to a unique moment in history. Onl,

rarely does mankind comprehend the signif

icance of change in the world as we so clearl;

do today. We share a common perception of

—The need to contain potential conflict

—The importance of cooperative solution

to shared problems ; and

—The necessity to achieve the full an'

fair use of the possibilities of our planel

both material and moral.

If a second session is necessary this yea-

to complete the work of the conference, le

us make that session the final one. To undei

line the importance the President attache

to these negotiations, he has asked me t

lead the U.S. delegation to that session. I

is our hope that otlier nations will attae'

similarly high importance to it and be pre

pared to discuss the remaining issues befor

us at a decisive political level. This shoul

be a time for determined action, a time t

avoid rhetoric and to commit ourselves t

decisions and a final agreement.

The United States calls upon all nation

deliberating this great treaty to summon th

sense of responsibility and urgency whic

history and this task demand of us. For ou

part, the United States pledges to work tir<

lessly to seize this rare chance for decisiv

progress on one of the great challenges of ou

time.
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Questions and Answers Following the Secretary's Address at New York City

ts^ release 162B dated April 8

Q. Mr. Secretary, would you comment on

le charge made by Ronald Reagan that the

dministration policy of detente is a onc-

ay street?

Secretary Kissinger: I first of all want to

lake clear that I am using the word only

1 response to a question, so let me ex-

lain what the policy that used to be called

ietente" involves. [Laughter.]

The United States faces several problems

:

ne, how to contain growing Soviet power

id, secondly, how to build a world whose

!curity and progress is not constantly de-

jndent on a balance of terror.

The United States must take both of these

roblems seriously. We have a problem of

icurity. The growth of Soviet power is not

lused by the policies of any Administration ;

is the inevitable byproduct of the develop-

ent of Soviet technology and Soviet

idustry. And, therefore, from that point of

ew, every four years we can run a Presi-

jntial campaign on the issue that Soviet

)wer has grown in the interval.

Our responsibility is to prevent the Soviet

nion from using this power so as to expand

s political domination for its political inter-

it. This we are attempting to do, and I

elieve we have succeeded in doing. But,

?condly, when one looks at history one can-

Dt afford, in the thermonuclear age, to rely

n an international environment in which

le great powers settle their disputes by

ndless confrontations.

Our generation is traumatized by the ex-

erience of Munich, where a disparity of

trength produced a war. But we would do

'ell to remember that a war that caused

qually great dislocations started in 1914,

1 the First World War, when there was a

rough equality of strength and where nations

had faced each other down for 50 years,

until a crisis much like any other exploded

into war that killed millions of people and

destroyed the structure of the international

order as it existed for a century.

We cannot conduct our affairs on that

basis, and any Administration has a responsi-

bility to look for a better arrangement. This

is what we have attempted to do. I do not

believe that this policy has represented a

one-way street. A lasting peace is in every-

body's interest. It is not a favor we do to

anybody else. And we are prepared to dis-

cuss or to debate any specific agreement

that has been made to see whether it was in

the mutual interest.

I would argue that the agreements that

have been made have been equitable and that

the strategy we are pursuing is required by

the necessities of the thermonuclear age, in

which peace must be achieved by something

better than posturing.

Q. Mr. Secretary, because of the great

importance of NATO, I feel, to our govern-

ment, ive should support the U.S.-Turkish

agreement that has just been made. Can yon

show us why this would also be in the best

interest of Greece—which I believe it would

be, because they are not members of NATO—
and ivould be helped by the strong support of

the Turks, who have been great friends of

ours ?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, my confidence

in myself has been remarked upon; but I

would not assume that I could easily per-

suade the Greeks that an agreement between

the United States and Turkey is likely to be

in their interest. I think it is not necessarily

because they are right but the passions on

this issue run, as you know, very deep. I re-
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call meeting with a group of Greek-American

leaders, and I was what I thought extremely

persuasive and asked one of them to sum up

what we had discussed. He said, "Kill the

Turks." [Laughter.]

But if you ask me to explain it to a non-

Greek audience, I would say that Turkey at

the eastern end of the Mediterranean, stand-

ing between the Soviet Union and the Middle

East, maintaining one of the largest armies

in NATO, is an essential element of the

security of the West, including the security

of Greece. The failure by the Congress to

approve this agreement would lead to an

irreparable blow to security of the eastern

Mediterranean under conditions in which

the tensions in the Middle East have to be

one of our principal security and foreign

policy concerns.

So we hope very much that the Congress

will see matters in the same light—all the

more so as we are prepared to make a par-

allel arrangement with Greece and are in the

process of negotiating with Greece right

now. The United States does not feel that

it should choose between two countries

whose friendship it has valued, whose con-

tribution to the common defense is essential.

And we will pursue a policy of friendship

with both Greece and Turkey, and we will

make a major effort to contribute to a solu-

tion of the conflicts between them.

Q. Mr. Secretary, another question relating

to NATO. Whij could not NATO endure if

Communi.'its entered the governments of

France or Italy, provided the Communist
parties of those tico countries become truly

national Communist parties?

Secretary Kissinge)-: You are putting me
into a position where tomorrow I'll be ac-

cused again in certain European countries of

intervening in their domestic afl'airs.

[Laughter.]

The basic problem with Communist parties

in European governments, as far as the

United States is concerned, is not that they

are dependent on Moscow but that they are

Communist and they would therefore bring

with them a set of priorities and a set of

electoral commitments and a tradition th

makes it extremely unlikely that it would i

possible to pursue the kind of cooperati'

policies that have existed in the past.

The United States has had friendly rel

tions with many Communist countries, ai

it is quite possible for the United States

have friendly relations with other countrii

that go Communist. But it is hard to belie^

that the present NATO structure, the pre

ent integration of military planning, of poll

ical consultation, could continue if there we
a significant contribution of Communi
parties in many European countries. It wou

be a change in our relationship.

What its historical significance is to 1

remains to be seen.

Now, the United States cannot affect tl

decisions of the voters of these countrie

but the United States at least should n*

delude itself that the coming to power

Communist parties in West European cou

tries would not produce a massive chanj

in the postwar situation as we have known

Q. Mr. Secretary, a question on Ango

and Cuba: What measures do you belie

the United States can take to deter Cut

from further military intervention in bla<

Africa ?

Secretary Kissinger: I can already see 1

1

outraged editorials coming out of this met

ing. [Laughter.]

The United States is concerned that Soviei

sponsored interventions by surrogate cou

tries in trouble spots is going to lead to

situation in which the political conditions

major parts of the world are going to 1

determined by the willingness of the Sovi

Union and its surrogates to intervene.

This is of consequence not only in Afrit

but also in the Middle East. It applies iw

only to Cuba but to other countries th«

could have adventurist tendencies. In tinw

it will spread to the Western Hemispheit

This is why we have attempted to make clea

that the United States could not accept tH

fact that the Soviet Union, operating wil!

surrogates in distant parts of the world, H
tervenes with military force.
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'i|
What we will do in concrete circumstances

liwill have to leave for those circumstances

i determine. But people would make a mis-

,'ike if they thought we were not serious.
I

)

j
Q. Mr. Secretary, a question regarding

\hina: Could you comment on the effect of

lie current succession problems in the Peo-

'e's Republic of China on U.S.-China rela-

ons?

Sccrctarii Kissinger: I must say that I

ave some sympathy for what Teng Hsiao-

'ing has been going through. I am in the

lA'all poster" stage myself. [Laughter.]

The succession problem in China is pri-

arily a matter of Chinese internal policies,

id we have been told repeatedly in public

atements and otherwise that it does not

Tect the basic direction of Chinese foreign

)licy. The basic direction of Chinese foreign

)licy depends on the Chinese perception of

le degree to which the United States can

ay an effective international role. I don't

)ubt that right now in China, at similar

eetings, the question is asked: "What do

)u think is going on in all these upheavals

the United States, and how will this affect

5 foreign policy?" [Laughter.]

Q. Mr. Secretary, another question on

frica: Could you please indicate the present

.S. Government position regarding the

niggle for independeyice among the mu-

ritij people in southern Africa, especially

it relates to the role of the U.S. Govern-

ent?

Secretary Kissinger: The United States

is stated very strongly its support for ma-
irity rule in southern Africa, and we do not

ish that any regime in southern Africa con-

rue our opposition to Cuban and Soviet

ilitary intervention as an endorsement of

s practices and its policies. The United

tates will support majority rule.

I am planning to go to Africa in a few

eeks ; and on this occasion I will make clear

tid I will attempt to organize, together with

le interested black African states, a set of

Dlicies and procedures which we hope will

•ad to majority rule. But we will not be pres-

sured into it by Soviet threats or Cuban inter-

vention.

Q. Mr. Secretary, does the Administrutiun

have any playis to move our relationship with

China off dead center?

Secretary Kissinger: We don't believe that

our relationship with China is on dead center.

Our relationship with China depends on the

national interests as they are perceived by

both sides. It has been pursued with care and

seriousness by both sides. We intend to pur-

sue the course of normalization, and we in-

tend to achieve the objectives set forth in the

Shanghai communique.'

The pace at which this proceeds must be

determined by international conditions as

well as by the domestic possibilities of each

side. But I think on the essential inter-

national concerns our policies with respect to

China are on course, and we expect that this

process will continue.

I am delighted that Mr. Gates [Thomas S.

Gates, Jr.] has agreed to head the Liaison

Office in order to give a further impetus to

this relationship.

Q. Mr. Secretary, at the recent session of

the Human Rights Commission and since

then in a speech of Leonard Garment, the

United States seemed to be taking a new

position in confronting the hypocrisy which

has dominated all Human Rights Commissiou

sessions in recent years. Is this a sign that

we are giving neiv importance to huynan

rights? And are we going to again become

the leader respecting human rights in the

world ?

Secretary Kissinger: Mr. Garment in the

Human Rights Commission reflected the

basic policies of the U.S. Government. We
have made clear that we do attach consider-

able importance to the human rights ques-

tion. In our appointment of Ambassador

Moynihan and in our general conduct in such

institutions as the Human Rights Commis-

sion, we have tried to symbolize it.

' For text of the communique, see Bulletin of

Mar. 20, 1972, p. 435.
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Mr. Garment reflects the basic policies of

this government—as most of our Ambas-
sadors do. [Laughter.]

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you please deiwlop

the idea, the rationale, of the "more organic

relationship of the Soviet Union in Eastern

Europe," recently reported as an objective

of our foreign, policy?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, let me tell you

two things.

A few weeks ago I spent about 10 days

preparing a carefully considered statement

on Soviet policy which I delivered at a meet-

ing like this in San Francisco. Since the paper

was unclassified, it was not generally re-

ported. [Laughter.]

The document to which you refer is a sum-
mary of extemporaneous remarks which were

supposed to stimulate discussion, by one of

my associates in whom I have complete con-

fidence ; and it had been filtered through

several layers before it had reached its pres-

ent formulation.

What Mr. [Helmut] Sonnenfeldt attempted

to say was to restate the basic policy of the

United States. What he said was that the

present relationship between the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe is unnatural; that it

was our policy to encourage greater auton-

omy in Eastern Europe—that it was our

policy, which he then expressed in the word
"organic," to contrast it with the unnatural

relationship.

He might have used a happier adjective

—

or maybe the note taker might have chosen

a happier adjective, but he was not promu i

gating a new policy. He was stating that tl

present relationship of dominance is not or

that we can condone or accept and that

is our policy to encourage Eastern Europ

in the direction of greater autonomy.

And I consider the use that has been mad
of this summary—the amount of attentio

that it has received—a deliberate distortio

in order to create a political issue which i

no way reflects the views of the Administn

tion, which are the views that have been coi

sistently followed in the postwar period.

Q. The last question, Mr. Secretary: Ho-t

do iiou assess the outlook for the Paris talk

o)t. economic and resources questions ivit

the oil-producing and Third World coun

tries

?

Secretary Kissinger: So far, it is too earl

to tell. We have pursued, since the seventh

special session [of the U.N. General Ai

sembly] a deliberate policy of making cor

crete, detailed, and we hope forward-lookin»

proposals. We have tried to move the dialogic

from ideological confrontations and slogar

to the specific issues that the nations of th

world face. So far, this attitude has dom
nated the discussion in Paris.

We will make further proposals at th

UNCTAD Conference [U.N. Conference c

Trade and Development] in Nairobi; and

believe that if all countries continue to woi'

in the spirit that has so far been exhibiten

we can make significant progress during tl*

year.
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Israel and the United States

Address by Secretary Kissinger '

The greatness of America has not been so

"much its physical strength as its moral

significance. Since its birth this nation has

^tood for something larger than itself.

lAmericans have always had a sense of mis-

sion; we have been inspired by the knowledge

that we were champions of liberty and prog-

ress for all mankind. We have been not only

a refuge for those fleeing persecution but the

'defense of democracy and a bulwark for

others in time of need, a feeder of the

iiungry, and a solace to the suffering. And
nistory continues to present us these chal-

eiiges and more. Today we bear a central

responsibility for maintaining peace and
shaping a global structure which can help

realize mankind's dream of an end to con-

flict and hatred.

These are the qualities and responsibilities

and hopes which tie America to Israel. No
people knows more vividly than the Jewish

people that morality must be more than a

theory—it must be a quality of human con-

duct. No people yearns more for tranquillity

than those who historically have been the

first victims of its loss. And no people per-

ceives more acutely that peace depends ulti-

mately not on political arrangements, but on
the conscience of mankind.
History is often cruel, but the wisest are

those who know that fate can be shaped by
human faith and human courage. The true

realists are those who recognize that all great

achievements were a dream before they
became a reality. These are qualities that

' Made before the American Jewish Congress at
Washington, D.C., on Apr. 4 (text from press release

159).

have enabled the Jewish people to survive

their tragedies. These are the qualities that

brought about the State of Israel. These are

qualities that guarantee the future of the

people of Israel. And these are qualities

which peoples and nations everywhere must
possess if they are to be free.

The Moral Basis of Foreign Policy

History challenges us amid the world's

ambiguities to shape events by our own pur-

poses and ideals. If democratic societies like

America and Israel are to prosper, we must
summon the unity and resolve to be masters

of our futures on the basis of our values.

The decisions that must be made are

always difficult, for foreign policy deals with

the interaction of sovereign entities. No coun-

try, no matter how strong, can impose its

will on the world. Today, in a world of

thermonuclear weapons, diffusion of power,

and growing interdependence, foreign policy

is more than ever an enterprise of incomplete

and imperfect solutions. Tension is unavoid-

able between moral values, which are invar-

iably cast in absolute terms, and efforts to

achieve them, which of necessity involve com-
promise.

This accounts for much of the foreign

policy debate in democratic societies, which
to some extent is a rebellion against the con-

temporary world. In all democratic societies

the temptation is great to deny the circum-

stances of the contemporary world and to

blame them on individuals, to confuse opti-

mism with the shallow projection of the

desirable.

But we cannot escape the conditions around
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us. Morality without pragmatic action is

empty, just as pragmatism without moral

direction is like a rudderless ship. The true

optimists are those who are prepared to face

complexity and who have the faith that their

people can master it by dedication and vision.

If democracies like America and Israel are

to survive and flourish in a world of sovereign

states and competing wills, we must stand

firmly for our belief in human dignity

;

othei-wise we will lose our bearings. There is

no way to make these choices and to navigate

between the shoals of temptation and danger
without a strong inner moral conviction.

Equally, we need a mature and hardlieaded

understanding of the difficult choices that

must be made, lest we substitute wishful

thinking for tlie requirements of survival.

For Americans, foreign policy has always
been more than the search for stability.

Americans have a vision of a world of justice

that drives all our efforts. A pragmatic policy

alone would be empty of humanity; it would

lack direction and roots and heart.

But, equally, if policy becomes excessively

moralistic, it can turn quixotic or dangerous.

A presumed monopoly on virtue can make
impossible any solution or negotiation. Good
results may be given up or sabotaged in the

quest for the elusive ideal. Some of this

country's most serious errors—of both in-

volvement and abdication—were driven by
misguided moral arguments. Some interven-

tions began as crusades to reform other

societies; and we were isolationist in the

1930's to preserve our purity and register

our distaste for the balance of power.

Our responsibility to conduct a moral, far-

sighted, and realistic policy has grown in

recent years. In a world made smaller by
technology and communications, events any-

where are instantly known and have effects in

distant places. Never before have the desti-

nies of nations been more intertwined—not

only practically but morally.

And so we have a stake in a peaceful world

and an environment where man's aspirations

for justice and liberty and dignity have the

greatest chance of fulfillment. The ultimate

safety of every minority, every oppressed
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people, lies in a world where respect foi

human dignity governs the affairs of nations

Peace can be said to exist only when the.

insecurity of nations is eased, the hopes oi'

people for economic advance are fulfilled,

international liabits of restraint and con-

ciliation are nurtured, and men experience

at last the blessings of a world of justice and

progress.

Peace in the Middle East

I have spoken at some length about the

moral foundation of our foreign policy to this

group which is so concerned and serious

about the survival of Israel. For the relation-

ship between America and Israel depends

ultimately not on formal assurances, but on

the links of our peoples and the reality of our?

values.

The survival and security of Israel are

unequivocal and permanent moral commit-

ments of the United States. Israel is a loyal

friend and a fellow democracy whose very

existence represents the commitment of all

free peoples. The moral strength of the people

of Israel, which has so often meant the

margin of victory in war, gives us confidence

that Israel will also win peace. No people has

earned it more.

Time and events have brought us to a

threshold in Middle East history—an un-

precedented opportunity to realize the peace

of which we all have dreamed, a peace in the

interest of all the peoples of a region that

has experienced enough anguish for this

generation.

—Israel, having proven by its own courage

that it is here to stay, has taken equally

courageous steps toward peaceful resolution

of the conflict.

—Some of its Arab neighbors, for the

first time ever, are now speaking openly and

wisely of making peace and ending genera-

tions of conflict.

—The United States has demonstrated to

both sides its commitment to continue to

promote a just and enduring solution.

—The relationships among the major out-

side powers, if conducted with reason and
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lirmness, can create a global environment of

restraint that will enhance security and the

possibilities of peaceful settlement in the

Middle East.

Israel obviously faces profound problems

—

not the least of which is that in any negotia-

tion with its neighbors, it will be asked to

yield the physical buffers of territory in ex-

hange for intangible pledges. Indeed, Israel's

jains will be intangible even as it achieves

_ts own stated objectives of a formal peace

treaty and diplomatic recognition by its

neighbors. So the process of peace inevitably

presents it with many anguishing decisions—

md the pain is shared by all of us who are

friends of Israel and who are dedicated to

Ifurther progress toward peace. Throughout

this process we owe Israel our compassion

;ind support.

The risks and obstacles are many. Steps

taken must be carefully thought out and

realistic. But we must move together with

jourage and with a vision of how reality can

l^e shaped by a vision of peace. And we must
not paralyze ourselves by a suspiciousness

that deprives our relationship of dignity and

our cooperation of significance.

The United States will help keep Israel

strong—to insure that peace is seen clearly

to be the only feasible course. We will never

abandon Israel -either by failing to provide

crucial assistance or by misconceived or sepa-

rate negotiations or by irresolution when
challenged to meet our own responsibility to

maintain the global balance of power.

We will never forget that America's re-

sponsibility for peace includes, above all,

responsibility for the fate of smaller nations

who rely upon us as the ultimate defender of

their survival and freedom and that Israel's

fate is inseparable from the future of human
dignity. America will not abandon a friend,

because to do so in one part of the world

would shake confidence in every part of the

world. There will be no American weakness

or abdication, for this can only tempt adver-

saries, confuse allies, and undermine security

in the world, ultimately to the grave peril of

our country.

Moral ideals and practical interest thus

come together. Peace in the Middle East is

a goal shared by Americans and by Israelis

alike. The road toward it will be a common
one. And so, in truth, as we pursue the

course of peace, our guarantees rest not so

much in any formal agreements or reassur-

ances endlessly repeated as in the deeper ties

of emotion and morality, history and princi-

ple, that can never be sundered.

The dream of peace is the dream of the

prophet Isaiah: "nation shall not lift up

sword against nation, neither shall they learn

war any more." It is written in the Book of

Numbers : "The Lord lift up his countenance

upon thee, and give thee peace." This dream

is both an inspiration and a duty. And those

who strive for it know both the pain and the

exhilaration of man's noblest endeavor.

The United States and Israel will have

the courage and the faith to seek this dream

and fulfill it.
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The World Population Crisis and the American Role

Address by Marshall Green

Coordinator of Population Affairs '

The world population passed the 4 billion

mark last Saturday, according to the Popu-

lation Reference Bureau. It took us from the

dawn of time until about the year 1830 to

reach the 1 billion mark. A hundred years

later, in 1930, we were 2 billion; 30 years

later, in 1960, 3 billion; and today we are 4

billion. It now looks as though we will reach

5 billion in 1987 and 6 billion in 1997. Longer

range projections of population at current

growth rates produce horrendous results.

"Someday there will be standing room

only," announced one of our officials to an

audience in Vermont. From the back of the

room an elderly lady observed: "Well, that

ought to slow 'em down a little."

The world population crisis has been gen-

erated not by any general rise in birth rates

around the world but, rather, through a

sharp drop in death rates. Thus, one of

mankind's greatest successes—a massive re-

duction in death rates over the past cen-

tury, due largely to scientific and technologi-

cal advances—has paradoxically provided the

seeds of what could be mankind's greatest

disaster: excessive population growth.

There seems to be a general widespread

awareness of this fact but not enough action.

For it is also paradoxical that this issue, so

intimately involved in sex, seems to have so

little "sex appeal."

There is a certain intractability about the

population problem that defies analogy with

any other issue on the world's agenda. En-

' Made before the Cleveland Council on World Af-
fairs at Cleveland, Ohio, on Mar. 30.

vironmental pollution, for example, smart

our eyes, fouls our rivers and lakes, create

health hazards. We are accordingly com

pelled to take immediate action, even legjj

action. The arms race and nuclear buildu

involve massive risks that demand the im

mediate attention of world leaders and entai

enormous costs.

But the population explosion? It can

even be heard. Yet every day it produces

net increase of 200,000 inhabitants on thi

limited planet.

Too many people still see population «

someone else's problem, not their own—

o

something that we can think about tomorrov

for today there are too many other issue

demanding our full attention. Such procraa

tination can only lead to disaster for us al

wherever we may live.

Effects of Rapid Population Growth

Impact on Food Supplies. Perhaps the moa
recognizable challenge of rapid populatio*

growth will be whether there will be enougl

food in the years ahead, particularly fo

poorer nations which are not now self-suffi

cient in food production. What will be th

fate of those countries as population presse

increasingly against the limits of availabli

land, water, and agricultural capital as wel

as other resources? Some commentators be

lieve that today between 10 and 20 millioi

people die annually from causes directly o;

indirectly related to undernourishment

World food resei'ves are at their lowest level;
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in years. Fish stocks and catches have
peaked and are now declining.

Yet population growth entails ever-growing

demands for food. Whether or not these de-

mands can be met will depend not only on

increasing food production but also on suc-

cess in limiting population growth. Unless

the developing countries can do this, their

annual import requirements of cereals will

exceed 100 million tons by the end of the

century. Apart from the question of whether
developing countries could pay for such levels

of food imports, there is the question of

whether such levels would be available for

export. Much of the world is increasingly de-

pendent on the United States and Canada

—

one geographic-climatic zone—for food im-

ports. North American grain exports for

1976 are estimated at 100 million tons, but

most of these exports go to Europe and
•Japan. So how can anticipated food demands
be met in the decades ahead? Only through
increasing worldwide food production and
lowering population reproduction.

Impact on Environment. No doubt the

main cause of global pollution has been in-

dustrialization and rising living standards. It

is thus the developed, not the developing,

countries which have been the principal pol-

luters. But in the developing countries, ef-

forts to increase food production for grow-
ing numbers of people often result in de-

forestation and floods, the overgrazing of

land and the advancing of deserts, and the

encroachment of expanding urban areas on

former food-producing land.

Social and Political Impact. Less evident

are the social, pohtical, and strategic con-

sequences of excessive population growth.

Today, migration from rural areas to cities

is often a disruptive factor in developing

societies. The current surge of humanity
into already overcrowded cities overtaxes

.social, educational, and sanitary services

and contributes to urban unemployment,
juvenile delinquency, crime, and social un-

rest. The latter often translates into political

difficulties resulting either in chronically

weak and therefore politically unstable re-

gimes or increasingly authoritarian govern-

ments. Friction and even wars between na-

tions have often been marked by population

l)ressures, and we now live in a world where

nuclear weapons are proliferating.

Impact on Economic Development. Many
developing nations argue that the key solu-

tion to reducing population growth rates is

economic development, and it is true that

economic development has usually—but not

always—-been attended by drops in birth

rates. On the other hand, population growth
rates in many countries make it all the more
difficult for those nations to achieve their

economic goals.

Rapid population growth has an adverse

effect on almost every aspect of economic

and social progress. Specifically, it:

—Lowers per capita GNP growth rates

;

—Absorbs large amounts of resources

needed for more productive investment in

development

;

—Increases the income disparity between
rich and poor;

—Reduces family savings and domestic

investment;

—Absorbs large amounts of scarce foreign

exchange for food imports (or the loss of

food surpluses for export) ; and

—Intensifies unemployment and under-

employment in many developing countries

where not enough productive jobs are cre-

ated to absorb annual increases in the labor

force.

Virtually all countries have population

problems of sorts. We in the United States

are no exception, as the recent report on

"Population Growth and the American Fu-

ture" by the Rockefeller Commission points

out. In the United States, there has been a

drop in the birth rate to parallel the drop in

the death rate, so that our rate of increase

is now only about 0.7 percent (including net

immigration). But we do have population

distribution problems so that some areas,

particularly our larger cities, are showing
strains in providing government services to

an increasing number of people within lim-
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ited budgets, have serious pollution prob-

lems, and seem increasingly threatened by

crime. We also face some increasingly seri-

ous issues created by the rapidly growing

populations of countries to the south of our

own. Yet our interest is focused most sharply

on the population problem around the world

for the many ways in which it will affect

the entire planet.

U.S. Approach to World Population Issues

Perhaps we spend too much time dwelling

on the magnitude of the population problem

and not enough time focusing on the real

question: What can be done about it? It is

my conviction that something can be done

about it—otherwise I would not have taken

on the assignment of coordinating population

affairs and chairing the newly established

U.S. Interagency Task Force on Population

Policy. This task force, which includes rep-

resentatives of 16 U.S. Government agencies,

has international (not national) responsi-

bilities. Its creation exemplifies our concern

with worldwide population issues.

It would be dangerously simplistic to sug-

gest that the many problems I have already

discussed, like food shortages, environmental

deterioration, static economic development,

social unrest, and political extremism, can

be solved by controlling population growth
alone. There are many other issues that

must be taken into account, but population

problems are deeply involved in them all.

The U.S. approach to world population

issues is based on mutuality of concerns and
respect for the rights and responsibilities of

other countries in developing their own
policies and programs. Every country faces

somewhat different problems, whose solu-

tions must accommodate to the realities,

peculiarities, and circumstances of that par-

ticular country.

We cannot solve the problems of Asia or

Africa or Latin America. We can, however,

help the problem solvers of Asia or Africa or

Latin America. They are the ones that must
take the lead, speak up clearly, and commit
enough of their own resources in dealing
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with their problems. We stand ready to help.

We also recognize that there is no single

solution, no simple solution, and no short-

term solution to the population problem. It

is one that calls for the combined talents of

scientists, economists, doctors, educators,

government workers, and private voluntary

organizations. Above all, it calls for greater

involvement of leaders and diplomats than

there has been over the past several decades.

The stage has at long last been set for

more effective action by the nations of the

world. One hundred and thirty-six nations

agreed in late 1974 at the World Population

Conference in Bucharest on a World Popula-

tion Plan of Action, which calls upon nations

to establish population policies and to recog-

nize the right of every man and woman to

plan the size of their families and to have

the means for doing so. In short, family

planning has gained worldwide acceptance.

Today, many countries have drawn up

sound population policies and programs.

Family planning has enlisted the active sup-

port of many leaders and a great many dedi-

cated people—especially women working as

doctors, demographers, midwives, motiva-

tors, as activists in family planning associa-

tions, and above all, as mothers. Knowledge

of family planning is widespread, and means
of contraception are ever more widely avail-

able, although they have not yet come within

reach of most people in the more remote

rural areas. As a result of these develop-

ments, there has been a gradual lowering of

both birth rates and death rates in many
countries and an actual decrease in popula-

tion growth rates in some countries.

Having said all this, success or failure in

dealing with excessive population growth

lies, in the last analysis, with decisions and

actions taken by the individual. What moti-

vates the individual to have as many chil-

dren as he or she has? What does family

planning mean to the poor man or woman
who sees many sons as the only i'oad to

old-age security? How do educational levels

impact on the problem? To what extent do

better health and nutrition, especially of chil-

dren, tend to reduce fertility rates? All
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these items and many other factors will have

a direct or indirect bearing on the individual

decision.

Thus, our general contributions to social

and economic development will, at this most

liasic level, have a salutary impact on the

population problem quite apart from their

other virtues or advantages. But we also

know that overall development is not likely

to proceed fast enough to have a decisive

effect on slowing population growth. Indeed,

economic growth is sometimes not sufficient

to keep up with growing population, with the

. result that per capita standards of living

:lecline instead of improve.

The United States, accordingly, welcomes

iioves that are being undertaken in many
uuntries to integrate family planning with

lealth and nutrition. People are far more
•eceptive to this approach, which is not

)nly humane but also cost-effective in the

ong run, since all three—health, family

planning, and nutrition—can be served by

)ne administrative structure, with doctors

uid especially other health workers in a

josition to perform all three services.

The United States also welcomes move-

ments in many countries of the world to

strengthen the local communities—usually

;he village—and to create within that vil-

age a spirit of social and economic coopera-

;ion. Among many other advantages, family

planning has better chances of success when

t is rooted in community life and when
Dcople can see within their own visible hori-

'.ons how limiting family size improves health

ind economic prospects for everyone in that

community.

The very permanence of the community

s an important consideration. National gov-

ernments come and go. Individuals come and

?o. But communities go on forever. We all

know how population programs must con-

tinue for many years to take real effect. A
solid community organization also provides

effective means for group involvement and

"mutual handholding" as well as for making
family planning services locally available

and for monitoring and encouraging their

I use.

We recognize the great importance of in-

creased efforts in the fields of biomedical and

population sciences research. We will con-

tinue carefully to coordinate our efforts with

those of other nations and international or-

ganizations with a view to finding family

planning methods that are safe and widely

acceptable and do not depend excessively on

expensive medical structures.

Government and Private Assistance

In the long run, what we and other donors

can do to be of help will be minimal com-

pared to what a country does to help itself.

Obviously, we cannot give support unless

such support is requested. Types and

amounts of support must then be determined

on the basis of need and effective utilization,

as well as what the assisted country is doing

to help itself.

U.S. population assistance has totaled over

$800 million in the pa-st 10 years, reaching a

high of $125 million in fiscal year 1973, de-

creasing to $110 million in FY 1975. We aim

to reverse this downward trend this fiscal

year, though Congress will have the final deci-

sion. We are seeking to encourage other donor

nations and international organizations to be

more generous; and they are likely to do

more if we do more, as indeed we should in

terms of this critically important world

issue.

We see this increasingly as an undertak-

ing that requires the combined efforts and

contributions of many countries and even

greater involvement and support for the U.N.

Fund for Population Activities, the World

Health Organization, the U.N. Development

Program, the World Bank and the regional

banks, and UNICEF [U.N. Children's Fund]

,

as well as private groups like the Interna-

tional Planned Parenthood Federation and

the Population Council. I want to pay spe-

cial tribute to the many Americans who give

their support to private voluntary organiza-

tions that are doing a great service for

humanity.

It so happens that countries facing the

gravest population issues are the ones most

I
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in need of help: not just in family planning,

of course, but in food, agriculture, education,

health, and development generally. For those

who want our help and deserve it, we must
not be found wanting. We all have too much
at stake to do otherwise.

Prospects for the Future

Ladies and gentlemen, to this formal

statement of our government's policy on

world population issues, I wish to add a per-

sonal footnote.

I have just returned from a round-the-

world trip that took me to the big-popula-

tion countries of Asia. There, in the course

of six weeks, I visited more villages and city

slum areas than I did in my 37 years of dip-

lomatic service. I finally saw the real Asia,

which had always been there, but I had been

passing on the other side of the street.

My travels deeply convinced me that we
all must pay far greater attention to what is

happening in the villages of the world, which

is where most Asians, Africans, and Latin

Americans live. Already there are dynamic
stirrings in the villages of Asia for men to

bi'eak free from apathy and hopelessness

and for women to break free from the servi-

tude of endless and mindless childbearing.

There are the beginnings of wide interest

in I'esponsible parenthood ; and in some coun-

tries, like Korea and Indonesia, family plan-

ning is actually spearheading community
development and promoting village political

life. This is a vast undertaking and yet it

does not depend on impossibly large sums of

money—after all, worldwide, less than half

the cost of one aircraft carrier is being spent

each year on family planning by all the gov-

ernments and private agencies of the world,

donors and recipient nations alike.

What it does require is the involvement

of people in solving their own problems. Un-
questionably, the two most encouraging

things I saw on my trip were: the great

numbers of people—especially women—in-

terested in responsible parenthood and the

opportunities for improving conditions of

life through strengthening the political, so-

cial, and economic life of the villages—in
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other words, community development, includ-

ing family planning.

I am convinced that while the communitj

approach may not be the answer, it is ar

important part of any answer. It is often sur-

prising what people can do collectively wher

they are given a bit of leadership and encour

agement. That will probably have to come

from the outside at the outset, but it wil

unlock in many communities capabilities

that are already latent and only need to bf

released.

Let me take you finally to the pooresi

country of Asia, to a country sometimes re-

ferred to as a "basket case": Bangladesh

This is a nation of 83 million souls living ir

the deltas of the Ganges and Brahmaputn
Rivers—a nation the size of Wisconsin thai

hasn't got a rock, a stone, or a pebble, for ii

is all alluvial soil. Our Embassy's fact shee

will tell you that there are 1,200 people t<

the square mile, but during the annua

floods, there are 25,000 people to the square

mile of unflooded land, which is then sharec

with even greater numbers of cattle anc

snakes. Many of these people are condemnec

to die if family planning is not far mor<

widely practiced than it is today. The Bang
ladesh Government knows it and is realistic

ally seeking to act, though the time is late

I look back from the extremities of my trij

haunted by a memory, an ineffaceable mem
ory, of the visit to a little riverine village ii

the heartland of Bangladesh. I was sur

rounded by swarms of children, and I remem
ber particularly the upturned face of a littli

girl who never looked away, smiling, and hold

ing in her arms a baby brother plagued witl

an eye infection. He kept rubbing his in

flamed eye with the back of his hand. Bui

the little girl kept smiling—a madonna oJ

tomorrow. I can never accept that these chil-

dren are "basket cases."

There is hope, but only if there is respon-

sible parenthood. This is our concern and ev-

erybody's concern, but it is up to the nations

and people of Asia and elsewhere to get or

with the job.

We stand ready to help to the extent they

seek, need, and properly use that help.
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/resident Determines Import Relief

»r Specialty Steel Industry

Follotving is a statement issued by the

office of the Special Representative for Trade

Jegotiations (STR) on March 16.

rR press lelease 220 dated March 16

President Ford has determined to grant

Tiport relief to the specialty steel industry,

imbassador Frederick B. Dent, the Presi-

ent's Special Representative for Trade Ne-

otiations, announced on March 16. This is

lie first affirmative action taken under the

scape clause provisions of the Trade Act of

974.

The United Steelworkers of America and

tie Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Com-

littee petitioned the U.S. International

(rade Commission (USITC) on July 16, 1975,

or import relief. On January 16, 1976, the

rSITC found that the industry was seriously

Bjured substantially due to increased im-

orts. During most of 1975, 25 percent or

acre of the industry's 30,000-person woi-k

orce was laid off, and less than half of the

ttdustry's production capacity was utilized,

ausing profits to plummet. At the same time

mports rose slightly in tonnage terms and

ignificantly increased their share of the U.S.

larket.

The President has directed the Special

;epresentative for Trade Negotiations to

ttempt to negotiate orderly marketing

greements with key supplying countries for

pecialty steel products covered by the

ISITC's affirmative finding of injury. It is

itended that these agreements limit im-

orts over a three-year period while the do-

lestic specialty steel industry recovers from

ne high unemployment and depressed oper-

ting levels of 1975. Should orderly market-

Qg agreements not be negotiated success-

ully, the President will proclaim import

uotas for a period of three years to take

ffect no later than June 14, 1976. Such

[uotas would be set at overall levels com-

larable to those recommended by the USITC.
This should be sufficient for the industry

to recover a healthy employment and profit

position. Relief will be reduced or discon-

tinued when the President determines, with

the advice of the USITC and the Secretaries

of Commerce and Labor, that this recovery

is taking place.

International consultations have been re-

quested by the United States in the OECD
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development] to discuss the problems of our

specialty steel industry and the proposed

U.S. actions. The United States has notified

the specialty steel case under the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and it is

expected that consultations will take place

under the provisions of the GATT. Bilateral

discussions with key supplying countries are

being initiated.

In recognition of the special problems of

the specialty and carbon steel industry, the

President has directed the Special Represent-

ative for Trade Negotiations, in the multi-

lateral trade negotiations, to negotiate on a

sectoral basis solutions to the problems of

cyclical distortions in steel trade, while liber-

alizing the conditions of this trade.

Finally, the President has directed the Sec-

retary of Labor to expedite processing of

trade adjustment assistance petitions, to as-

sist the large number of unemployed spe-

cialty steel workers. About 3,400 of 8,500

workers laid off are already eligible for such

assistance.

The decision not to implement at this time

the USITC's proposed remedy of quotas for

the next five years is based on several con-

siderations. This remedy is too inflexible in

view of the rapid expansions and contrac-

tions of the specialty steel market and is not

well suited to the needs of the industry dur-

ing recovery from a recession period. The

U.S. Government also desires to avoid uni-

lateral restrictive action by trying to re-

solve specialty steel import problems through

agreements with the other major nations in-

volved. In this manner, the disruption to

trade can be reduced and the special concerns

of other nations can be taken into account,

while the injury to the domestic industry is

remedied.
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THE CONGRESS

Standardization of NATO Equipment

Discussed by Department

Following is a statement by James E.

Goodby, Deputy Director, Bureau of Politico-

Military Affairs, made before the Subcom-
mittees on Research and Development and on

Manpower and Personnel of the Senate Com-
mittee on Armed Services on March 31}

I welcome this opportunity to meet witli

the distinguished members of this committee

and with our friends from various European
parhaments in an exchange of views on

NATO rationalization, standardization, and

interoperability. My prepared statement deals

mainly with the foreign policy aspects of

these issues.

A set of events is now in motion which

could have a profound effect on NATO's de-

fense capabilities in the future. In the face

of intransigent budgetary realities, we can-

not afford to let NATO's defense efforts

continue as a collection of individual national

eft'orts. Business as usual will not counter the

erosion. Clearly rationalization, standardiza-

tion, and interoperability are ideas whose
time has come.

The development of U.S. policy on ration-

alization, standardization, and interoper-

ability represents bipartisan statesmanship

between the executive branch and the Con-

gress reminiscent of the Vandenberg era,

which spawned NATO. Speaking at the

NATO summit on May 29, 1975, President

Ford said:

A generation after its creation, the alliance wastes

vast sums each year, sacrificing military effectiveness.

We have simply not done enough to standardize our

weapons. We must correct this. We must also agree

^ The complete transcript of the hearings will be

published by the committee and will be available

from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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among ourselves on a sensible division of weapon

development programs and production responsibilitie

And we must do more to enhance our mutual capacit

to support each other both in battle and logisticall;

The pressures on defense budgets throughout th

alliance should by now have convinced each of i

that we simply must rationalize our coUectiv

defense.

The President also said:

We must make more effective use of our defens

resources. We need to achieve our longstanding goal

of common procedures and equipment. Our researc

and development efforts must be more than the sui

of individual parts. Let us become truly one in on

allocation of defense tasks, support, and productio)

In the Congress, the so-called Nunn amenc
ment to the Department of Defense Apprc

priation Authorization Act, 1974, directe

the Secretary of Defense to assess the cos

and loss of military effectiveness resultin

from failure to standardize weapons i

NATO. Furthermore, the Secretary c

Defense was directed to come up with a li?

of actions to advance standardization i

NATO and submit an annual report to tli

Congress on the subject.

The so-called Culver-Nunn amendment t

the Department of Defense Appropriatio

Authorization Act, 1976, states in sectio

814 (a)

:

It is the sense of the Congress that equipmen

procedures, ammunition, fuel and other militar

impedimenta for land, air and naval forces of tl

United States stationed in Europe under the tern

of the North Atlantic Treaty should be standardize

or made interoperable with that of other member
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to th

maximum extent feasible. In carrying out such polio

the Secretary of Defense shall, to the maximui

feasible extent, initiate and carry out procuremeii

procedures that provide for the acquisition of equi];

ment which is standardized or interoperable wit

equipment of other members of the North Atlanti

Treaty Organization whenever such equipment i

designed primarily to be used by personnel of th

Armed Forces of the United States stationed i

Europe under the terms of the North Atlantic Treat}
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Clearly the Congress has laid the keel upon

fhkh tlie U.S. rationalization, standardiza-

ion, and interoperability policy has been

iiilt.

; Drawing on the policy basis that I have

ist outlined, the Administration has opened

;. dialogue with our NATO allies aimed at

eveloping agreed procedures and a program

f action. Early last fall, we proposed that

ork begin in NATO on the development of

set of guidelines on standardization to

hich all members could adhere. In effect,

e viewed the.se agreed guidelines as forming

le "rules of the game." The types of issues

id considerations which we suggested might

; incorporated in such guidelines included

le following:

—Military benefits that would result from

eater standardization, interoperability, and

^xibility among allied forces.

—Standardization as a long-term commit-

ent.

—Coproduction of standard systems, with

least one production line in the United

ates and one in Europe in most cases; but

hen coproduction doesn't make sense, facili-

te direct purchases.

-Rationalizing the European defense pro-

iction base, including the need to rationalize

uropean R. & D. [research and develop-

ent], seek economies of scale in production,

id avoid protectionism as a way to prop up

efficient industries.

—Harmonization of weapons requirements

id military doctrine.

I —Early identification of opportunities for

iiandardization and the need for long-term

& D. planning.

We emphasized the importance of a mech-
lism which included France to address these

sues and suggested that a senior ad hoc

mmittee working closely under the North
tlantic Council prepare basic principles and

lidelines for ministerial consideration in

ecember, looking forward to development of

more specific plan of action that would be

aproved by ministers in the spring. We in-

cated that the initiative for rationalizing

uropean defense production efforts within

the alliance rested with the Europeans.

At the same time the United States was pre-

paring its initiative, the Eurogroup members
(the European aUies less Iceland, Portugal,

and France) were attempting to organize

themselves on issues of procurement and pro-

duction and also include France in the process.

Meeting in The Hague on November 5, 1975,

Eurogroup defense ministers agreed to

establish a European defense procurement

secretariat, to seek to establish armaments
collaboration in an independent forum open

to all European members of the alliance, and

to open a dialogue with the United States

and Canada with a view to developing specific

proposals for transatlantic cooperation.

At the NATO ministerial meetings in

December 1975, we agreed with our allies to

set aside our initiative temporarily to give

the European allies an opportunity to coordi-

nate among themselves on a European basis

first. Subsequently, the members of Euro-

group, together with France, met in Rome on

February 2 and established an Independent

European Program Group, which is working

toward harmonizing national equipment

schedules and replacement dates, reaching

agreement on joint projects, and eliminating

duplication of development efforts.

We are sympathetic to such European

efforts to rationalize their defense procure-

ment and production. We also believe such

efforts should ultimately serve to strengthen

overall alliance defense. We await with in-

terest a fuller elaboration of the views of the

Independent European Program Group's plan

of action and expect that relevant discus-

sions with the United States and other allies

will take place as the program and its objec-

tives become more clear.

We also believe that it is important to

take advantage of the current high-level in-

terest and political momentum for ration-

alization, standardization, and interopera-

bility and resume, at an appropriate time

when our allies are prepared and willing, a

discussion within NATO of the broad aspects

of the subject matter, aimed at more clearly

defining a possible framework for trans-

atlantic cooperation.
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Currently in NATO, efforts are being con-

centrated on interoperability. While in some
ways interoperability is more involved with

"nuts and bolts" and conceptually less dra-

matic than standardization, nevertheless it

does offer the most immediate opportunity

for achieving real progress. I might add that

this work is being vigorously pursued in the

North Atlantic Council with full participation

of all members and with strong endorsement
from the United States.

In sum, rationalization, standardization,

and interoperability can make an important

contribution by improving the military

effectiveness of the alliance. Additionally,

actions in these areas provide a strong sense

of cohesion on the political side which in the

long term may be equally important.

Security Relations With South Korea

Discussed by Department

FoUowing is a statement by Philip C.

Habib, Assistant Secretary for East Asian

and Pacific Affairs, made before the Sub-

committee on Foreign Assistance of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations on

April 8.^

I welcome this opportunity to appear

before your subcommittee to discuss our

security relationships with the Republic of

Korea.

As the members of the subcommittee are

aware, military tensions continue to exist

on the Korean Peninsula. Large armed forces

face each other on each side of the demili-

tarized zone, and unfortunately the promis-

ing South-North dialogue which began
several years ago has withered away. North
Korea remains intransigently committed to

unification on its own terms and has em-

' The complete transcript of the hearings will be
published by the committee and will be available
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

barked on a major campaign to isolate th<

Republic of Korea internationally.

In this situation we believe, however, tha

with our force
_
presence a rough militar;

balance prevails and that none of the majo
powers would wish to see a major outbreal

of hostilities. At the same time, the possi

bility of a major incident or accident remains

In the security area, the United State

has a clear single objective—to preserv

peace and security on the Korean Peninsula

In pursuit of this objective we have ,

Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republi

of Korea and substantial American forces ar

present there. In addition, we have had ove

the years a military assistance prograr

which has supported the efforts of the Repul:

lie of Korea to strengthen its own ability t

defend itself. Our policies have been—an

remain—key elements in maintaining th

military balance in Korea and in preservin

peace on the peninsula.

In the military assistance field, our pre

grams have changed as the Republic of Kore

has been able to increasingly bear the ec(

nomic costs of its own defense. As you knov

after fiscal year 1976 we will provide ii

further grant materiel assistance. We hop

also, if our requests before the Congress ai

approved, to meet our modernization-pla

objectives in fiscal year 1977. The Republ

of Korea has recently embarked, on its ow
initiative and with its own resources, on

major force-improvement plan, to be a

complished over the next five years, to furtht

modernize its armed forces. For our part, v.

expect to continue to request significai

levels of FMS [foreign military sales] gua

anteed loans in support of our mutual seci

rity objectives in Korea.

While seeking to maintain the militai

balance on the Korean Peninsula, we h.a^

also tried both publicly and privately to n

duce tensions and promote more durab

arrangements for peace in Korea. As Sd

retary Kissinger noted in his November 2

Detroit speech, we and the Republic of Kore

desire to move to a more permanent solutioi

We have proposed a conference including th
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Republic of Korea, North Korea, the United

Jtates, and the People's Republic of China to

liscuss the dissolution of the U.N. Command
vhile preserving the armistice agreement.

\.nd in that context we are willing to con-

ider other measures to reduce tensions, in-

luding a wider conference to negotiate more

undamental arrangements for peace in

vorea.

We will not, however, acquiesce in any
roposals which would exclude the Republic

f Korea from discussions about its future,

md we will not allow our military presence,

;hich derives from bilateral agreements, to

e dictated by third parties. But we are pre-

ared—now—to transform the armistice ar-

angements into a permanent peace.

Also as part of our efforts to reduce ten-

ions on the peninsula, we have publicly

idicated our willingness to reciprocate

iioves by North Korea and its allies to im-

irove their relations with the Republic of

;orea. And in support of seeking an improved

ialogue between North and South Korea,

'e have suggested dual entry of both Koreas

ito the United Nations without prejudice

) their eventual reunification.

The President in his East-West Center

peech on December 7, 1975, reaffirmed our

Lipport for the Republic of Korea and noted

lat the United States was ready to consider

instructive ways of easing tensions on the

eninsula. Unfortunately, we have received

constructive response to any of our efforts

!'om the other side.

In the present circumstances, we believe

ur continued security relationship with the

epublic of Korea remains a crucial element

1 maintaining peace and stability on the

lorean Peninsula and in the region as a

'hole, including Japan. As you are aware,

he Government of Japan shares fully our

iew on the importance of the U.S. security

elationship with the Republic of Korea.

'urther, our current security policies sup-

ort our broader efforts to reach a more
isting arrangement on the Korean Penin-

ula, whatever the short-term prospects.

At the same time, we do recognize the

problems caused for the United States by the

domestic policies of the Park government.

Obviously, the Korean human rights situa-

ation is an important element in our policy

considerations.

We have made clear that we are not happy

over what has happened recently in South

Korea. We have strongly and unequivocally

made known our views to the Korean Gov-

ernment, both in public and through diplo-

matic channels. And we have stressed to

them the unfavorable impact of their actions

within the United States. There should be

no doubt about the strong concern of the

American people and the U.S. Government
over the human rights issue. It should be

noted, however, that our basic security rela-

tionship with the Republic of Korea is not

an issue between President Park and his

domestic critics.

In sum, our Mutual Defense Treaty com-

mitment, military presence, and military as-

sistance relationship with the Republic of

Korea have been and remain essential ele-

ments in maintaining the military balance

on the Korean Peninsula. We recognize—and

this has been the consistent U.S. Government
position—that the specific level of our forces

in Korea is not immutable. It is a function

of the North Korean threat, the ability of

the Republic of Korea forces {o meet that

threat, and the prevailing international situ-

ation. However, in the present period in par-

ticular, we have stressed our continuing in-

terest in East Asia and have assured our

allies that we intend to honor our commit-

ments and maintain our presence in the area.

In that context the United States has no

present plans for significant force reduction

in Korea.

We understand that pending fiscal year

1976 congressional legislation would require

an annual report on various aspects of our

security relationship with the Republic of

Korea. We believe that such an annual as-

sessment will provide a useful framework
for both the executive branch and the Con-

gress in addressing the specific future ques-

tions relating to that relationship.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
AND CONFERENCES

U.S. Abstains on U.N. Resolution

on South African Forces in Angola

Folloiving is a statement made in the U.N.

Secvrity Council by U.S. Representative

William W. Scranton on March 31, together

with the text of a resolution adopted by the

Council that day.

STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR SCRANTON

USUN press I'elease 40 dated March 31

The U.S. delegation has listened with deep

interest to the statements that have been

made in this Council on the agenda item that

is before us. Our delegation welcomes the

withdrawal of South African troops from
Angola. The exchanges which resulted in this

announcement are encouraging both Ijecause

they suggest that the situation on the fron-

tier can be dealt with by peaceful means and
because they mark the withdrawal of a

foreign military force from an area where it

does not belong.

The withdrawal of South Africa from
Angola can only serve to highlight for the

international community the tragic fact that

there remain other, even larger, foreign in-

terventions in southern Africa. I fully under-

stand, Mr. President, the appeal you have

made, and the appeal that has been supported

by the Representative of Tanzania and

others, that the Council remember the sub-

ject of our agenda and focus attention there-

on. We do not, of course, interpret this appeal

to mean that this debate should proceed as

if the end of one case of wrongful inter-

national behavior in southern Africa should

somehow blind us to others.

A number of speakers have already re-

ferred, quite rightfully, to another case of

such wrongful behavior : the continued illegal

occupation of Namibia by South Africa. The
United States, for its part, continues strongly

to support the Security Council's resolutioi

on this subject unanimously adopted o'

January 30 of this year. The United State

holds firm to its policy of support for ma
jority rule in southern Africa.

But there is still another case of unac

ceptable international behavior which mus*

be brought to an end. I refer of course to th

presence on the African Continent of a larg

Cuban expeditionary force, now numberin;

over 13,000 men—an adventure which coul

never have been begun and could not be con

tinued now without the support of the Sovie

Union, a permanent member of this Counci

It is an adventure which is based on an as-

sumption that Cuba can introduce itself a

an arbiter of intra-African affairs, using th

most modern weapons and a trained e>

peditionary force to that very end. This i

a peculiarly and particularly dangerous prec

edent, not only for Africa but for the entir

world.

The attempt by the Cuban Representativ

to distort the tragic history of foreign ii

tervention in Angola's civil war is a sel

serving misstatement of the facts, which ai

themselves by now well known to many (

the members and the observers at th

Council. Cuban armed intervention in Ango
began long before the date cited by the Cub;i

Representative, which was November 5.

Regardless of how you judge the Cub;i

intervention, one cannot ignore the publ

statement of Cuban Deputy Premier Carle

Rodriguez that Cuba dispatched 250 militai

advisory personnel to Angola in the lal

spring of 1975. This move coincided with tl

arrival of massive amounts of weapons su]

plied by the Soviet Union. Furthemiore, tl

available evidence indicates that Cuba d'

cided no later than mid-August 1975 to con

mit sufficient numbers of combat troops 1

Angola to impose the movement they su]

ported as the only government of Angola,

state this with confidence since we know thi

during September 1975 five Cuban vessei

transported around 1,500 combat troops fro:

Cuba to Angola and that by late October

least 2,000 Cuban combat troops were d

ployed inside Angola.
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Tin's intervention into an indigenous

ifrican struggle was occurring at the same
ime the OAU [Organization of African

Jnity] Conciliation Commission on Angola

/as calling for all states to refrain from in-

ervention in Angola, a call that my govern-

lent supported.

From the beginning of the struggle in

ingola the U.S. Government sought three

irincipal goals: an end to bloodshed, the op-

ortunity for all competing factions through

lieir own efforts to be represented in the

overnment of an independent Angola, and

lie cessation of all foreign military involve-

lent. And just as the end to South Africa's

rongful intervention is very welcome, so the

;)ntinuing Cuban and Soviet intervention is

•rong

:

—Wrong because it deprived the Angolan

eople of the ability to exercise self-determi-

ation freely, uncoerced by foreign military

itei'vention.

—Wrong because of its massive size. Soviet

id to Angola in 1975 and early 1976 far

xceeded the entire amount of military aid

3 sub-Saharan Africa from all sources in

974.

—Wrong because it can no longer be

elated to any of the alleged purposes it pre-

jnded to serve.

—Wrong because of its implications for

ne future, in Africa and elsewhere in the

'orld.

What are the implications of the presence

f such combat forces in Africa supplied and

quipped by a great power?

First, the central development in the en-

ire history of modern Africa has been the

mergence of African nations from colonial

tatus to independence. In area after area, in

ountry after country of Africa, the end of

oreign domination has resulted in the re-

iioval of foreign troops. Proudly, and rightly

iroudly, independent governments have

.risen instead. This has been a powerful

rend in modern African history and a trend

vhich all friends of Africa welcome and sup-

)ort. Thus, in Angola the Cuban military

)resence in large numbers has been and con-

tinues to be inconsistent with this history,

with the great traditions of modern Africa,

and with the firmly stated convictions of

Africa's leaders.

Second, the radical departure from modern

African tradition represented by the massive

Cuban movement in Angola must be termi-

nated. The continued presence of Cuban com-

bat forces in Africa risks establishing a

pattern of action and competition for foreign

sponsorship which can fundamentally under-

mine what has been achieved in Africa these

past 20 years. The involvement of Cuban
troops in Angola, if not terminated, can only

serve to turn back the clock of history to an

earlier epoch.

I say this because the United States sup-

ports African independence. We support the

principles of nonintervention and of territo-

rial integrity and of the nonuse of force in

Africa. President Ford has made clear that

rapid change is required in southern Africa

and that tlie opportunity for negotiated solu-

tions must be seized and moved forward. The
United States supports majority rule in

southern Africa. Our dedication to these

objectives and our friendship for Africa im-

pels us to point to this continuing anomaly

of the Cuban presence:

—We believe the African nations are aware

of the threat to their independence and

sovereignty posed by the presence of those

who purport to be their disinterested friends.

—We believe they recognize that Cuban

and Soviet actions are designed to serve

Cuban, and Soviet, global objectives which

have nothing to do with peace and progress

in Africa.

—We believe the African nations, and all

members of this Council, know what is re-

quired: the immediate and total withdrawal

of all foreign military forces from Angola.

The United States strongly supports the

motivations inherent in this resolution that

is before us for African independence but

shall abstain from the vote on this draft

resolution because of its failure to apply to

other, continuing foreign interventions.

The resolution purports to reflect a con-
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elusion by the Council on the situation in

Angola and asks for responsive action by

South Africa. It says nothing whatsoever

about the irresponsibility of those who em-

ployed by far the most destructive weaponry

there. Furthermore, the operative part of the

resolution unaccountably fails to set forth

what should be a key requirement: that all

states refrain from intervening in the affairs

of Angola.

Thus, to the extent that the resolution

reflects the efforts of this Council to deal

with the problem of foreign involvement in

Angola, in our judgment it falls badly short

of that mark. It cites South Africa's unwar-

ranted violation of Angola's territorial in-

tegrity, yet the resolution is totally silent

on the continuing presence of the Cuban ex-

peditionary force in Angola. Such a blatant

disregard of facts, such a double standard,

such an exercise in hypocrisy cannot further,

in our judgment, this Council's discharge of

its own responsibilities. Accordingly, the

United States will abstain on this resolution,

as strongly as we feel about the independence

of African states.

TEXT OF RESOLUTION '

The Security Council,

Having considered the letter of the Permanent
Representative of Kenya on behalf of the African

Group of States at the United Nations (S/12007),

Having heard the statement of the i-epresentative

of the People's Republic of Angola,

Recalling the principle that no State or group of

States has the right to intervene, directly or in-

directly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or

external affairs of any other State,

Recalling also the inherent and lawful right of

every State, in the exercise of its sovereignty, to

request assistance from any other State or group of

States,

Bearing in mind that all States Members of the

United Nations must refrain in their international

relations from the threat or use of force against the

territorial integrity or political independence of air

State, or in any other manner inconsistent with th

purposes of the United Nations,

Gravely concerned at the acts of aggressio.

committed by South Africa against the People'

Republic of Angola and the violation of its sovei

eignty and territorial integrity,

Condemning the utilization by South Africa oj

the international Territory of Namibia to mount thai

aggression.

Gravely concerned also at the damage an(

destruction done by the South African invadinj

forces in Angola and by their seizure of Angola!

equipment and materials,

Xofing the letter of the Permanent Representativ

of South Africa regarding the withdrawal of Souti

African troops (S/12026),

In

1. Condemns South Africa's aggression agains

the People's Republic of Angola;

2. Demands that South Africa scrupulously respeo

the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrif

of the People's Republic of Angola;

3. Demands also that South Africa desist from th

utilization of the international Territory of Namibi

to mount provocative or aggressive acts against th

People's Republic of Angola or any other neighboui

ing African State;

4. Calls upon the Government of South Africa t

meet the just claims of the People's Republic c

Angola for a full compensation for the damage an

destruction inflicted on its State and for the restoi

ation of the equipment and materials which il

invading forces seized;

5. Reqtiests the Secretary-General to follow th

implementation of this resolution.

TREATY INFORMATION

'U.N. doc. S/RES/387 (1976); adopted by the

Council on Mar. 31 by a vote of 9 to 0, with 5 absten-
tions (France, Italy, Japan, U.K., U.S.); the People's

Republic of China did not participate in the vote.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Aviation

Amendment of article V of the agreement O'

September 25, 1956 (TIAS 4049), on the join

financing of certain air navigation services i

Greenland and the Faroe Islands to increase th

financial limit for services. Adopted by the ICA(

Council at Montreal March 17, 1976. Entered int

force March 17, 1976.
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onsular Relations

ptional protocol to the Vienna convention on con-

sular relations concerning the compulsory settle-

ment of disputes. Done at Vienna April 24, 1963.

Entered into force March 19, 1967; for the United

States December 24, 1969. TIAS 6820.

Accession deposited: Pakistan, March 29, 1976.

iplomatic Relations

ptional protocol to the Vienna convention on diplo-

matic relations concerning the compulsory settle-

ment of disputes. Done at Vienna April 18, 1961.

Entered into force April 24, 1964; for the United

States December 13, 1972. TIAS 7502.

Accession deposited: Pakistan, March 29, 1976.

:onomic Cooperation

greement establishing a financial support fund of

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development. Done at Paris April 9, 1975.'

Ratification deposited: Turkey, April 2, 1976.

eolth

institution of the World Health Organization, as

amended. Done at New York July 22, 1946. Entered

into force April 7, 1948; for the United States

June 21, 1948. TIAS 1808, 8086.

Acceptance deposited: Surinam, March 25, 1976.

ibor

strument for the amendment of the constitution of

the International Labor Organization. Done at

Montreal October 9, 1946. Entered into force April

20, 1948. TIAS 1868.

Admission to membership: Surinam, February 24,

1976.

aritime Matters

•nendments to the convention of March 6, 1948, as

amended, on the Intergovernmental Maritime Con-

sultative Organization (TIAS 4044, 6285, 6490),

Adopted at London October 17, 1974."

Acceptance deposited: Yugoslavia, March 30, 1976.

eteorology

invention of the World Meteorological Organization.

Done at Washington October 11, 1947, Entered into

force March 23, 1950. TIAS 2052,

Accession deposited: Comoro Islands, March 19,

1976.

•jfety at Sea

mendments to the international convention for the

safety of life at sea, 1960 (TIAS 5780). Adopted

at London November 26, 1968.'

Acceptance deposited: Belgium, March 19, 1976.

jlecommunications

;temational telecommunication convention with

annexes and protocols. Done at Malaga-Torremo-

linos October 25, 1973. Entered into force January

1, 1975.

Ratification deposited: United States (with dec-

laration), April 7, 1976.

Entered into force for the United States: April

7, 1976.

Terrorism—Protection of Diplomats

Convention on the prevention and punishment of

crimes against internationally protected persons,

including diplomatic agents. Done at New York

December 14, 1973.'

Accession deposited: Pakistan, March 29, 1976.

Trade

Declaration on the provisional accession of Colombia

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Done at Geneva July 23, 1975. Entered into force

January 22, 1976; for the United States May 1,

1976.

Acceptance deposited: United States, April 1, 1976.

Wheat

Protocol modifying and further extending the wheat

trade convention (part of the international wheat

agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 25, 1975. Entered into force

June 19, 1975, with respect to certain provisions,

and July 1, 1975, with respect to other provisions.

Ratification deposited: Cuba (with declarations),

April 6, 1976.

Protocol modifying and further extending the wheat

trade convention (part of the international wheat

agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 17, 1976. Enters into force June

19, 1976, with respect to certain provisions; July

1, 1976, with respect to other provisions.

Signatures: Japan, Portugal, South Africa, Swit-

zerland, United States, April 5, 1976; Austria,

Barbados, Bolivia, Cuba (with- declarations),

Finland, Guatemala, Kenya, Republic of Korea,

Norway, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

(with statement), Vatican City State, April 6,

1976; Australia, Canada, Egypt, El Salvador,

Greece, Iraq, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Tunisia,

Venezuela, April 7, 1976.

Ratification deposited: Vatican City State, April

6, 1976.

Declaration of provisional application deposited:

Cuba, April 6, 1976.

Protocol modifying and further extending the food

aid convention (part of the international wheat

agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 17, 1976. Enters into force June

19, 1976, with respect to certain provisions; July

1, 1976, with respect to other provisions.

Sigyiafures: Japan (with reservation), Switzer-

land (with reservation), United States (with

statement), April 5, 1976; Finland, April 6, 1976;

Australia, Canada, April 7, 1976.

^ Not in force.
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Women—Political Rights

Convention on thf political rights of women. Done at

New York March 31, 1953. Entered into force July
7, 1954; for the United Stat<>s July 7, 1976.
Accession deposited: United States, April 8, 1976.

BILATERAL

Australia

Treaty on extradition. Sijf7ied at WashinKton May
14, 1974.

Ratifications exchanged : April 8, 1976.
Entered into force: May 8, 1976.

Extradition treaty. Signed at London December 22,

1931. Entered into force June 24, 1935.

Terminated: April 8, 1976.

Canada

Extradition convention. Signed at Washington July
12, 1889. Entered into force April 4, 1890. TS 139.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry into

force of the treaty of extradition, signed at
Washington December 3, 1971).

Supplementai-y extradition convention. Signed at

Wa.shington December 13, 1900. Entered into force
May 2, 1901. TS 391.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry into

force of the treaty of extradition, signed at

Washington December 3, 1971).

Supplementary extradition convention. Signed at

London April 12, 1905. Entered into force February
22, 1907, TS 458.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry into

force of the treaty of extradition, signed at

Washington December 3, 1971).

Supplementary extradition convention. Signed at

London May 15, 1922. Entered into force November
3, 1922. TS 666.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry into

force of the treaty of extradition, signed at

Washington December 3, 1971).
Convention to provide for extradition on account of

crimes or offenses against narcotic laws. Signed at

Washington Januai-y 8, 1925. Entered into force

July 27, 1925. TS 719.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry into

force of the treaty of extradition, signed at

Washington December 3, 1971).

Supplementary convention to the supplement:
convention between the United States and ti, i
United Kingdom for the mutual extradition

fugitive criminals signed at Washington Decembe
13, 1900. Signed at Ottawa October 26, 195j

Entered into force July 11, 1952. TIAS 2454.

Terminated: March 22, 1976 (upon entry int

force of the treaty of extradition, signed
Washington December 3, 1971).

Haiti

Agreement for sales of agricultural commoditie
relating to the March 20, 1975, agreement, wit

memorandum of understanding. Signed at Port-at

Prince March 22, 1976. Entered into force Marc
22, 1976.

Agreement relating to trade in cotton, wool an
manmade fiber textiles and textile products, wit

annex. Effected by exchange of notes at Port-ai

Prince March 22 and 23, 1976. Entered into fore

March 23, 1976; effective January 1, 1976.

Japan

Agreement on research participation and technic;

exchange in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Con
mission LOFT [loss-of-fluid tests] program. Signe

at Tokyo February 23, 1976. Entered into fore

February 23, 1976.

Korea

Agreement amending the agreement of June 26, 197

relating to trade in cotton, wool and manmac
fiber textiles. Effected by exchange of notes ;

Washington March 24 and April 1, 1976. Enteri

into force April 1, 1976.

Correction

The editor of the Bulletin wishes to call

attention to the following error which appears
in the April 5 issue:

p. i51, col. 1: The last two lines should

read: "there were concrete gains to be realized

by all."
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Checklist of Department of State

Press Releases: April 5-1

1

Press releases may be obtained from the

Office of Press Relations, Department of State,

Washington, D.C. 20520.

No. Date Snbject

*160 4/5 Robert Strausz-Hupe sworn in as

U.S. Permanent Representative
on the Council of NATO (bio-

graphic data).

tl61 4/7 North Pacific Fur Seal Commis-
sion meets at Moscow.

162 4/8 Kissinger: Foreign Policy Associa-
tion, U.S. Council of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce,
U.N. Association of the U.S.A.,
New York.

*162A4/8 Carter L. Burgess: introduction
of Secretary Kissinger.

162B 4/9 Kissinger: questions and answers
following address, Apr. 8.

*163 4/9 U.S.-Philippine negotiations on
military bases to begin Apr. 12.

*164 4/9 Kissinger: remarks following
meeting with Ambassador Ham-
ilton Shirley Amerasinghe,
President, Law of the Sea Con-
ference, New York, Apr. 8.

*165 4/9 Charles W. Robinson sworn in as
Deputy Secretary (biographic
data).

*166 4/9 Kissinger: remarks before heads
of delegations. Law of the Sea
Conference, New York, Apr. 8.

tl67 4/9 General index to "Treaties and
Otlier International Agreements
of the United States of America
1776-1949" released.

*168 4/9 Kissinger: remarks at pi'esenta-

tion of Edward Weintal award
to Peter Lisagor.

* Not printed.

t Held for a later issue of the Bulletin.


